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A child is born. Not the fresh, clean Baby Born of TV shows, the 
forever two-month-old newborn, the unblemished, smooth-skinned 
tabula rasa waiting to be written on. Innocent, pure, uncorrupted. 
But a blind, crying runt, covered in blood, amniotic fluid, drool and 
piss. The waters break, an alphabet soup flood of letters, words, 
numbers flowing, crashing into each other, clumping together, 
filling forms with names, codes, measurements and the air with 
congratulations, toasts and speeches.
 Slowly that child learns to speak, to write on their own. They 
become somebody by writing their name over and over. Develop a 
signature so that one day – provided they don’t end up a nobody 
– they’ll be prepared to sign contracts with their business partners 
and autographs for their fans. Their name can take on magical 
power like basketball player Marcin Gortat’s, who was asked to 
sign a freshly born baby’s forehead so the newborn too might 
become a great basketball player.
 My sister’s kid initially started writing their name in reverse. 
Like how it says ecnalubma in the front of an ambulance so it turns 
the right way around when viewed in the rear view mirror. Who 
were they addressing by writing their name like this? Someone 
seeing it in the mirror like when Danny writes redrum on a door 
in the Shining or someone seeing it from the other direction, from 
the other side completely. Perhaps like behind an interrogation 
room mirror, there’s someone reading what is written on the other 
side of the paper too. Or rather feeling, like when someone draws 
letters on your skin with their finger. Tree hugging in the concrete 
jungle. The forest-dwellers’ progeny introducing themself to what is 
left of their forest.
 Students train for years on end to be fluent in someone 
else’s words. They might even become a master at it, one of the 
louder echoes in the chamber, the academic dream, the student 
who outranks their teachers, surpasses their sources even with 
how often they are cited in others’ papers. For whom the tenure 
track is but a runway, and the sky the limit. The philosopher king of 
Plato’s utopia.
 Or they’ll devote themself to finding words that fit in their 
mouth. Turn away from the promethean fire of the Enlightenment. 
In the dark, feeling their way down the ivory tower. Wiping their 
slate clean as their skin grows paler, a lighter shade of black, 
brown or beige. The dwarf climbing down from the shoulders of 
giants. To stand on their own two feet, and with their feet on the 
ground.
 Open a New Document. Revel in that fear of the blank 
screen. It’s not poor in content but rich with potential. A carte 
blanche. The page left intentionally blank.
 Embrace the freedom even to throw away that blank page. 
Slide your finger on the trackpad, press down till you hear that 
satisfying click and the sound of paper crumpling. Sometimes I 
delete files on my trash can Mac Pro just for the tingles.
 It really is the equivalent of crumpling paper too, data doesn’t 
get erased at the click of a button. You might’ve paid someone to 
recover some important video footage from a memory card you 
accidentally formatted once. Data like printed documents needs to 
be thoroughly shredded to make it illegible. But how it’s shredded 
is more akin to someone covering up what they wrote by drawing 
squiggly lines over it until it can’t be read anymore. You can get rid 
of all the evidence, scribble till the whole sheet is black. The signal 
totally drowned in the noise. Again, a tabula rasa. This works in 
conversation too: talk over someone to erase what they’re trying to 
say. Repeat indefinitely to steal someone’s voice completely.
 Anonymize garbage by compacting, piling up, burying 
underground. Either too far away or in too small pieces to be 
seen with the naked eye. Out of sight, out of mind. By obscuring 
something’s origin, it becomes less clear who in the end should 
take care of it: responsibility – when shared equally among 
as many as possible – becomes in effect so small as to be 
imperceptible to the individual. When all are equally responsible, 
the way things are handled is ‘by default’, how something was 
programmed, or built. This is what is meant when someone says 
‘the only way is forward’: why resist the pull of the current at all 
when swimming against the stream is comparable to attempting 
to swim up the Three Gorges Dam. What’s done is done. An 
infrastructural imperative, an impossible structure that if impossibly 
taken down, would cause another impossibly unpredictable 
change in its environment. Surely there must be more important 
things to attend to than the ones that you are only minimally 
responsible for. Gotta have your priorities straight.
 A Black Mirror episode where a kind of terraforming is 
underway, a world is being groomed for someone or something 
that can take on a responsibility of a global magnitude, not some 
millennial human who knows how to use emoji but a true digital 
native. Born under the surf, in the primordial ooze of the deep 
web. A new world is coming into existence, a virus eating its way 
out of our disease-ridden, cumbersome wetware. The tabula 
starting to appear from beneath the rasa, the carte emerging from 
the blanche, the screen becoming visible from under the New 
Document.
Muscles in my mouth and throat that are fed oxygen through blood 
from my beating heart contract to move air in and out of my lungs 
in a way that produces sounds, words, language. Written language 
is more akin to a sound recording of someone speaking than to 
spoken language itself. Spoken language can only be recorded 
in memory. The moment it is analogically or digitally recorded 
it becomes a transcription, a written account of what was said. 
While this transcription might still contain some of the umm distinct 
features of spoken language, you know like filler words and the 
more – how do you say – erratic structure, it will have lost most of 
the information contained within. 
 Spoken language is not just audible – it’s postural, gestural, 
smelly, hot, moist. It happens in a specific coffee shop, on a 
particular app, by a certain lake. Speech, when transcribed, 
becomes text. No longer bound to a time and place but perhaps 
to a book, and to its thousands of copies, printed across the world 
and across millennia. Slung from one fax machine to the other 
on a telephone line or shot into space and bounced off a satellite 
to the other side of the planet or another planet altogether. Texts 
take on lives of their own, grow independent of their writers, seek 
new translations and new readings, lie in waiting in archives, 
hibernating.
Printed text is ink and paper, coal and tree. Text on an LCD 
screen, in turn, earth elements. When written text is awoken from 
its slumber, it’s not so much what was originally said, but those 
materials themselves that are reanimated. Lanthanum brought out 
of hiding, promethium unbound.
 Your reading of these words – some of which might be used 
for the first time and some of which are old beyond measure – 
brings them back to life, out of their cryogenic storage, to find 
themselves slung into their deep future, our alien world.
A witch recites spells from memory. An Apple fanboy has a lot 
more memory, a lot more power. He channels the mineral memory 
of the cloud on his iPhone to release back into the world those 
ancient forces that were trapped in rock thousands of millenia ago. 
They carry with them the memory of their world of fire and thunder. 
The climate is not changing, the minerals are returning home.
Spells grant power over beings by naming their origins. Knowing 
the origins of a wound grants the power to heal it. Forebears, by 
being named, can be called to steer their progeny back on the 
right track. In Vernor Vinge’s True Names, a warlock (hacker) 
defeats another in the online world of the Other Plane (Internet) 
by learning their offline, true name. A couple of years ago my 
identity was stolen, someone had used my social security number, 
my one true name, to order a bunch of expensive things, among 
them I remember was a Dell laptop computer. Someone had 
hacked me IRL to get control of a computer perhaps by going 
through my trash. One of the first lessons I remember my mother 
teaching me was that I should be very careful with giving away my 
social security number. It comprises my birthdate and four other 
characters that reveal my legal gender and how many others were 
born before me the same day.
 Getting hacked is so commonplace now it’s almost trivial. 
The Pirate Bay and government websites alike have probably 
hijacked your computer to mine cryptocurrency. Even life is 
something that needs to be hacked. On the Other Plane, there are 
warlocks who know what they’re doing and warlocks who don’t.
The Apple fanboy is a witch who utters those true names without 
knowing who they name. He sends his bro a butterfly emoji and 
across the ocean a tornado razes a village.
WORDART
The literary form has stayed the same at least from the printing 
press to the electronic book. Black on white, page after page, 
words form sentences form paragraphs form chapters. Literary 
works par excellence, par example the Tale of Genji, Frankenstein 
etc, are timeless, ie. they speak to readers across language 
and culture barriers. They create a stable reality, falling neatly 
into a canon that tells the overarching superstory of a maturing 
panhuman civilization. The collected literary achievements of 
mankind, just wow. It’s a magnificent story, literally one for the 
history books.
Over millenia, things became pictures, then hieroglyphs, text. 
A slow culture shock that happened on many levels at once 
including how humans communicate. Sent far away from each 
other on jobs in the city or work assignments abroad, they kept 
in touch with 10x15 cm postcards, 240 character messages in 
pagers, 160 character text messages. And on the telephone of 
course, the perfect illusion of presence, intimacy that was paid for 
by the minute in long distance calls to loved ones.
There is a tendency of words to try to become the things that they 
describe. Like how water tries to level out in a vessel. The best 
description of a thing is something that resembles it as closely as 
possible while remaining distinct from it. On a two dimensional 
surface this leveling out initially looks like concrete poetry, 
letters raining down a page, ASCII art (and its printing press 
predecessors), kaomoji face characters, text message animations 
where rockets rise skyward and explode into fireworks as I click 
through an SMS on my red Nokia 5110 on New Year’s Eve, 1999.
What was sculpture, painting, poetry is now, in the new millenium, 
also WordArt, ClipArt, DeviantArt.
 WordArt is the writing on the Facebook wall, that the 
cardboard covers of a book can’t hold. WordArt is a registered 
trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. It was introduced in 
the Windows 95 version of MS Word. WordArt seduced its 
way everywhere, to our workplace break rooms, schools and 
kindergartens – and into our hearts.
Art after the advent of the internet is WordArt, sincerely ironically 
sincere, nostalgic for an expired vision of the future. The 
reassurance that everything will eventually be cool, once it finds 
its way into the hands of the right tastemaker, trendsetter or social 
media influencer.
 Literature stacks books atop each other like bricks to build 
libraries. WordArt builds houses of cards, vulnerable to the net’s 
winds of change: updates, patches, crashes. Its merit is measured 
by how fast we outgrow it. Its main metric is not editions printed 
or copies read but the width of its adoption and intensity of its 
aggregation. The shorter and sweeter the fad the better. WordArt 
is rn, 2018 af. It’s mood, vibes, feels. Born retro on tbt. It outdates 
so fast it can only ever be accessed through the Wayback 
Machine. To talk about it is to lose web cred, to coin something 
like web cred, is to lose web cred. Tfw you get embarrassed the 
moment you press send.
 Literature translates directly from the author’s mind to the 
printed product. It is pure, ideal. In an age of everything being 
awesome, man, it is the one thing that is still truly awe-inspiring. 
WordArt on the other hand is all medium and no message. Cute 
for cuteness’ sake, it inspires aww. The automatic writing of bots 
and neural nets, the dada future, in all-emoji. So lit. The e-lit 
31337, an illiterate e-literati. Just sit back and let text prediction 
take over.
 Ebooks are to literature what printouts of webpages are to 
the Internet. This PDF is written in PostScript not English. It makes 
as much sense to print a digital text in binary as it does in the latin 
alphabet.
From the oldest surviving woodblock printed text to the latest 
best-selling ebook, the written word has been black. Text that is 
printed with dark ink is easy to read against a light background 
and requires less ink than printing the whole page - apart from 
the text - black. With an OLED screen the opposite is true: light 
text against a dark background uses less power. These two 
media display similar content only because we have a hard time 
imagining new things. Just in the last few years, it feels like, 
software makers have stopped using skeuomorphic designs: 
text editors that look like notepads or Post-Its and virtual wooden 
bookshelves where you can store your ebooks.
Digital devices are meant to be scrolled vertically. Paper scrolls 
with rollers are scrolled horizontally. Websites have web pages, 
but they are in fact electronic scrolls. You scroll down a web page. 
You can’t actually turn the page on your tablet. Or you can, but the 
next page always says the same thing.
 Designed by Apple in California. But to say where it is made 
is not that straightforward, the whole world is its factory. And it’s 
manufacturing hasn’t stopped either, it is still constantly being 
made, until the day Apple stops supporting it with new operating 
system updates. It’s not manufactured on an assembly line, but in 
an assembly web.
 The Earth is flat, the Internet horizontal. The web stretches 
over the land like the glass ceiling across the sky. However world 
wide the web, it is not international, but multinationals. English 
is what’s truly going viral. No great firewall whose server halls 
occupy such a large land area that they can be viewed from space 
with the naked eye can even contain the American dream from 
spreading. Do Putin’s troll factories dream of electric sheeple?
To live an online life and write offline texts is to pretend the 
present doesn’t exist. It’s a yearning for the good ol’ days. A past 
that never was. The simpler times when you could still say stuff 
without someone always getting offended, when men were men 
and women were women. But in a similar way to live an online 
life and write an online text is to push on, into the future. Take the 
leap of faith, in the hope of the better days to come. Time’s arrow 
marches forward. There is no going back. There is one way and 
one way only and that is forward. Please forward to whoever might 
be interested. If you don’t forward this message to four people you 
will be cursed with bad sex for four years. An ancient chain letter 
finally reaches every mailbox, the circle is complete.
THE WAR ON ART
The paper on which we print our curriculum vitae or our biography 
is made from a tree, the wood of which is ground to a pulp, the 
pulp then pressed, compressed, dried and dyed. The end result is 
an odorless sheet of paper, even in thickness, uniformly colorless, 
with straight edges and within the very strict tolerances of the 
international standard of an A4 sheet: 210 millimeters by 297 
millimeters. It is an adequate and abundant archival medium for 
short to medium length storage.
 Storage space costs money. To make something archivable 
it needs to be compressed. It needs to fit into the smallest possible 
space while containing the largest possible amount of information. 
Not all information can then be stored, we must make choices. The 
archive doesn’t allow for wiggle room, it’s compression renders it 
rigid.
 The archive is cramped, claustrophobic. The more there 
is to archive the more tightly it needs to be packed. That same 
claustrophobia then translates to the outside world. The more air 
conditioning we need to keep those thousands of petabytes of 
information on the hard drives in our server halls spinning, the 
more difficult the air on the outside is to breathe, and the less 
space there is for us humans and especially those species whose 
existence is not directly linked to our subsistence. All that power 
for all that cooling and spinning of all those hard drives and all that 
wood for all that paper for all those hard copies has to come from 
somewhere.
 The bigger the pressure to grow trees fast, the younger 
and thus less hospitable the forests. 95% of the forests in what 
is now called Finland are younger than 100 years old. We live on 
land that’s in a strange limbo: a Neverland where the land itself – 
instead of those living off it – is cursed to being forever young. In 
constant growing pains, a perpetual hormonal imbalance.
My story is told in my CV. This account of my life is as alien to my 
lived experience as the paper on which it is printed is to the tree’s. 
There is warm blood coursing through my veins, but the objects 
that I identify myself with have long been drained of all their sap. 
The longer I stare into my matte white mirror, the more I start 
recognizing my features in its black marks. The one Rorschach 
test where everyone sees the same thing in the inkblots: 
themselves. All my life has been in preparation for death. Contrary 
to its name, the curriculum vitae is an obituary for someone who is 
still alive.
 If the documents by which we define ourselves, our 
passports, driver’s licenses, credit cards and business cards are 
made of some anonymous material sourced from who-cares-
where, we, who those objects represent, may be in effect too. An 
easily replaceable, highly predictable and nondepleting resource 
– we are to the white cubicles of art work, what our white sheets of 
paper are to us.
Negative space gives shape as much as positive space. A mold 
makes a cast which in turn makes a mold. If my legal name is the 
mold what does it cast? The resulting shape of my last name is 
made up of my foremothers’ missing maiden names, the shape 
of which molds a further cast in the shape of those that were not 
important enough to be recorded even in their time. Or names I 
would’ve assimilated into mine had I been married like my mother, 
names that I might later have given up like she did. My first names 
on the other hand omit much more personal names: pet names 
of varying degrees of intimacy, chosen pseudonyms and screen 
names, assigned usernames and legal names that could have 
been, like my female birth name.
Curricula vitae are filled with different kinds of omissions, both 
implicit and explicit. To keep the resume short and sweet, one 
might just list a ‘selection of group exhibitions’ or a ‘selection of 
articles’. This selection then implies another selection (one of 
rejection or exclusion). Perhaps because it is viewed as obvious, 
it’s not customary to indicate that one’s listed education or work 
history is a selection. However obvious it might be it works in 
subtle ways – as does an explicit selection in less subtle ways – to 
belittle the negative selection. University shaped me more than 
kindergarten, the museum internship more than the cleaning job, 
the young artist’s award more than the long jump silver medal from 
a high school track meet.
 As an artist, my name and achievements are the goods I 
sell. Not my artworks but the prestige I share with an institution 
or individual when I work with them. I monetize on the buzz that 
surrounds me in different kinds of job opportunities. My job is that 
of creating hype for the sake of creating hype and artwashing 
institutions that in the end are devoid of all meaning for my and 
others’ actual lived lives. The more critical my content, the more 
potent the artwashing.
 There might not be a point where a critique of civilization 
and its contemporary art, by means of words and art works, can 
reach some critical mass and transform from something that gives 
strength to it to something that eats away at it. The more you push 
the envelope, the more avant your garde, the more you see it. For 
us art makers, that impossibility of a rebel art is tangible; we mold 
it in our hands, but it loses shape, we grip it with our fingers only to 
have it slip through. There can be no anti-authoritarian art, no art 
of decolonization, no art that will set us free, at least not art as we 
know it.
In a Dresden occupied by workers in 1849 Mikhail Bakunin 
proposed that the paintings from the city’s museums be placed 
on the barricades to see if that would deter the Prussian troops 
from storming the commune. If this was the only imaginable 
revolutionary task for art back then and there, what should we 
think of art in the here and now? Has it become something that 
questions and challenges power instead of serving it? And if 
not, how do we strip away the artist’s false antagonistic aura? 
Can we train ourselves to see the same old patriarch under the 
philosopher king’s new clothes? When he’s featured in Vice 
magazine wearing Vetements.
The question of how to stop ourselves as artists is just as good a 
question as how to smash the state or rid ourselves of capitalism. 
Like our cousins in other related fields such as the startup scene 
with its entrepreneurs and angel investors, we the artists and 
curators are on the constant hunt for the ‘next big thing’. Albeit we 
as individuals can only eat so much, we are so many that in effect 
our appetite is insatiable and our stomach bottomless. In time, 
we will devour everything no matter how stubborn or ingenious in 
its resistance until there is nothing left to consume but the most 
indigestible illegalities.
 In addition to the illegal – how only the painted surface of a 
graffiti can be brought into the gallery but not the defaced property 
underneath – another thing that is of such different viscosity 
to contemporary art that it downright refuses to mix with it is 
contemporary folk art, and namely its remaining (or re-emerging 
re-)indigeneity. This outsider art can be brought into the art world 
only by someone already working in that field. The outsider if 
they can fit the ableist, classist and so on norms of the art world 
can become an artist and gain a voice of their own within it only 
by ceasing to be what they were when they began to draw the 
attention of that same art world. To be accepted as one of their 
own, they must become just another undesirable member of the 
art world, prisoner to the little niche they filled and exhausted. Or 
remain an outsider, desired but without a voice of their own. Once 
inside, they can of course find someone else on the outside, to 
bring inside, partaking in their ‘street cred’, their prestige, to build 
their own. Negotiating the event horizon of our contemporary art’s 
vacuum of content; everyone frantically latching onto and pulling 
each other underwater as they’re trying to resist being flushed 
down the drain, into oblivion.
 There is a long history of trying to come to grips with and 
overcome this recuperative function of art. In a Paris ‘68 graffiti the 
cop who is sleeping inside each one of us had to be killed. Now 
we must also kill the artist inside our head. For Sun Tzu it was 
equally important to know your enemy as it was to know yourself. 
So in the war on art, who better to abolish it than the artists 
themselves.
SHOOT THE MESSENGER
There’s business that needs to be attended to face-to-face. 
Sometimes a text message just doesn’t cut it. There’s an elephant 
in the room. We need to talk. Speaking with someone in person is 
often ceremonial, not unlike the handshake that ends the meeting. 
What will be said is already understood by all parties. You might 
want to sit down for this. 
 That feeling of dread when it sinks in that someone wants 
to break up with you. Or, worse yet, when you see that realization 
in another. Your life together flashes before your eyes. 2 Fast 2 
Furious. Drifting apart, you turn the wheel but the tires have no 
traction. The force that pulled you together is now pushing you 
apart. You’re in zero gravity. Floating wherever that momentum will 
carry you. Schrödinger’s deer, frozen in the headlights.
The date, the talk, the interview, these are all acts that establish a 
recognition that the other person is your equal, if only for a fleeting 
moment. Monarchs in the original entrevue faced each other to 
discuss as equals, to begin a courtship between their courts. To 
their lessers, the sovereign could grant an audience. Journalists 
in the contemporary interview give someone a voice, gift them the 
rare blessing of their 15 minutes of fame. Or drag someone into 
the limelight against their will for their 15 minutes of shame. It’s the 
journalists now that grant someone an audience.
 The watchdog has always had a place on the prime 
minister’s crowded lap. Waiting to jump at the chance to go at her 
throat and take her place while vigilantly keeping watch on her – 
and therefore its – subjects. But who watches the watchdog? In 
the end, it makes little difference, the underlying structure stays 
the same no matter how much the people standing on it change 
places. There’s always a new tyrant to topple, a new underdog to 
root for.
An interviewer’s job, not unlike an interrogator’s, is not to ask 
questions but to get answers. There is no interview without 
questions and answers. But there are interviews where questions 
weren’t answered, or where questions that weren’t asked were 
answered. An interviewer is often looking for answers that will tell 
the story they’ve already written. The content of an interview has 
already been outlined in the writer’s assignment or in their pitch 
to their editor. What does this person have to say, why are they 
important, what’s the angle. Interviewees have as much say in 
the content of an article they are contributing to as models in a 
photographer’s lighting and framing. Leave too much open, take 
the risk of running into too many surprises, and the article might 
not make it into print on time. You’re fired!
 A trained interviewee is like a hacker trying to break the 
predestined logic of the interview by repeating their talking points 
regardless of the question being asked. The interviewer tries to 
save what can be saved through editing, piecing together answers 
from different parts of an interview, putting what someone said in 
their own words, or if not by changing the answer, by changing 
the question. Something being paraphrased is often a sign of it 
not having been said in the first place. Out of context and lost 
in transcription. If it’s not easy to communicate with someone 
you share your life with, it must be that much more difficult with 
a complete stranger. When applied to conversation what are 
common techniques employed in interviews – by both interviewers 
and interviewees alike – strike one as manipulative, exploitative 
and completely void of empathy. Interviews make for unhealthy 
relationships.
Perhaps like me, you’ve been told that you shouldn’t give 
someone a hard time because ‘they’re just doing their job’, and 
perhaps like me, you’ve used this as an excuse for something you 
were doing yourself while on the job. Ultimately, no one can be 
held accountable for anything when everyone is just ‘doing their 
job’. It’s a pyramid scheme. Even the pharaoh only does what the 
gods demand.
 For Ursula K. le Guin an anarchist is someone “who, 
choosing, accepts the responsibility of choice.” So an archist, 
someone who is not an anarchist, rejects that responsibility. 
Someone else carries it for them. The trickle-down effect is just 
shit rolling downhill.
 Archists are part of the bigger picture: they’re not only 
someone’s child, someone’s sibling and someone’s friend, they’re 
also wives, fathers and employers. They have credit and are 
indebted. They’re links in the chain of command, pieces that fit 
the puzzle. They complete each other. They’re the prince from 
Metropolis: the objective middleman, not too far removed from 
either extreme, the heart that is sympathetic to both the brain and 
the brawn. In-between, intermediate, indispensable.
To be responsible for what I do I would need to know what it 
means to do something from start to finish. To take responsibility 
for these words I would need to feel in my body what my Macbook 
Pro does when it’s not here, resting on my lap as I type away on 
Google Docs. Its minerals being dug out of the ground in some 
mine somewhere and later being mined itself for its metals yet 
somewhere else completely. It’s beyond my scope, I have no 
hope of reconciling this insurmountable discrepancy between my 
experience and its.
 You caught me red-handed, the glow of the europium in my 
laptop’s display coloring my fingers the deep red of those workers’ 
blood that bled to get it to me. Every time I get on the net on 
my iPhone, a new suicide prevention net goes up at a Foxconn 
facility. Admitting my guilt does not even begin to take away my 
responsibility for these things. No matter where one is confessing 
to their wrong-doings – be it at home to their partner, at church to 
their priest, in a newspaper to a journalist or in a courtroom to a 
judge – it’s all ultimately just shifting the blame. I knowingly did this 
bad thing that’s now weighing on my conscience, so here, help me 
carry it to ease my burden. It’s easier to ask for forgiveness than 
permission.
 Shakespeare himself was the monkey in the proverb, who 
given enough time banging on a typewriter, would eventually 
produce his own oeuvre. That monkey doesn’t need to know 
English or how to use a typewriter to still be able to produce 
those texts. But of course, without a typewriter or the English 
language, those texts can’t be produced by the monkey. Nothing 
is born of some genius’ divine inspiration alone but just happens 
to come about in very specific circumstances of which the ’maker’ 
is but one. Customers walking into an HMV record store in 2018 
could learn something from Nipper, the dog in the 19th century 
painting who doesn’t distinguish between his master’s voice in the 
phonograph and the master himself.
Something is not an instrument of power, it is the instruments that 
are the power. Mufasa is deluded. Everything the light touches can 
never be any one ruler’s kingdom. Any claim to land is grounded in 
the power that keeps it together, sandwiched between overground 
nets of crisscrossing phone lines and underground webs of fiber 
optic cable. Where Facebook Messengers run messages at the 
speed of light between Facebook friends and Facebook frenemies. 
It’s only this no man’s land – the virtual expanse that’s divided not 
between human but corporate persons – this net neutral ground 
that makes for a stable enough base to erect the highest cell 
towers and skyscrapers. Where angel investors deliver the word of 
God from the heavens in magnetically levitating elevators. There 
are no orders without someone to carry them out. To break the 
natural order of things: shoot the messengers.
 Power in theory is the breadth and depth of citations. The 
farther and wider you can follow a thought, the more authority it 
commands. Footnotes are the legs on which written knowledge 
stands. Endnotes lead all the way back to where it begins. The 
first thought. When all of a sudden, eureka! someone saw the 
light. A light bulb went on over their head. And everything that that 
light touched became their kingdom.
Even the closest of readings can only provide so much more 
insight into what was written. You pinch out to zoom in on an 
article, on its words and then its letters, finally hitting what looks 
like a screen door. But there is nothing to see beyond this pixel 
grid, it is just what it is, not a door that leads somewhere but a 
brick wall at the end of an alley. Urban guerilla fighters and armies 
that employ their tactics have ways of moving through these dead 
ends. The latter by brute force, punching holes through walls, 
and the former by virtue of their neighborly conspiracies. Like 
for Gandalf in the mines of Moria, their friendships open secret 
doors for them. A neighborhood is not a cobblestoned stage of 
war, but a fighter in its own right. To combat what the authorities 
call antisocial behavior, they control when people move by 
setting curfews and where they move by giving gating orders for 
alleyways.
Thank you Facebook. Reuters and AFP photographs of graffiti 
on the walls of Tunis, on the front page of The New York Times 
and Le Monde. Without Facebook the revolutions in North 
Africa wouldn’t have happened, they say. That may be, but I’m 
not convinced. More likely they managed to happen in spite of 
Facebook. Going forward, keeping Facebook online might prove to 
be the most effective counter-insurgency measure that a state can 
take. Taking down Facebook or Twitter are knee-jerk reactions, 
by governments that have little understanding of their potential, 
that can set in motion a far worse outcome for the authorities. In 
this kind of state of emergency, when people are no longer tied to 
Facebook as their sole source of information on demonstrations 
and generally what’s going on around them, they might realize 
their dependence on it and while trying to fill that void, left by it 
being abruptly taken away, come up with something that is far 
more difficult to keep in check. And perhaps they did, maybe there 
are these new information networks in Egypt, Turkey and China 
operating right now. These days, street smarts can only get you 
so far. You also need to know your way around the information 
highways.
On message board website Reddit the workings seem to be all 
there out in the open. The system is simple. Anyone can be an 
editor, everyone has a vote. Right beside each comment, you 
can see for yourself how the other peer evaluators have rated the 
comment by either upvoting or downvoting it. If a comment has 
been rated so low that it has been removed, there’s a message to 
indicate it.
 The most popular AMA (Ask Me Anything) so far on the
website was Barack Obama’s, where during the course of 30 
minutes the US president answered 10 questions out of over 
twenty thousand submitted. Half a permille of the questions were 
answered. This is obvious, if he were to answer all the questions, 
it would’ve taken him a couple of months. The odds to have had 
your question answered were actually pretty good, one in every 
two thousand. That is if you managed to load the site at all, as it 
was struggling to stay online under the record-breaking stress to 
its servers.
Who’s the world’s most powerful person’s favorite basketball 
player?
Ask Me Anything, not I’ll Answer Anything. You can ask, but they 
don’t have to answer. You’re free to use your voice, to shout as 
loud as you can. To voice any question, no matter how critical, 
only to have it score below the questions that no one can have 
anything against. Who would downvote a question about the 
president’s adorable pet, the nation’s favorite pastime or some 
other wholesome and heart-warming subject? After all, isn’t there 
enough negativity and suffering in the world as it is? /s
 Online, you have no sense of distance, you could just as well 
be shouting into someone’s ear or across the ocean. To picture the 
internet in three dimensions like in Tron or VRChat doesn’t take 
into account the fact that there is no distance or depth online. Just 
cyber, no space. In an AMA, you might think you’re sitting in the 
Oval Office with the US president only to find yourself downvoted 
onto the sidewalk outside the White House.
It’s Jordan, he’s a Bulls guy.
You know that scene where someone’s visiting someone in prison. 
They talk to each other on corded telephones and at some point 
try to touch through the glass by pressing their hands against it. 
That’s what it feels like when you’re texting with someone you like, 
your fingers brushing the cool smooth glass on either side of the 
iPhone as you’re tapping away messages. Or talking, cheek to 






No, you go first.
Who goes first is the person
who started the conversation.
Not the person who was
invited to join in, oblivious to
what they were getting into.
When starting something,
you take on the responsibility
of seeing it through.
But once the ball is rolling,
everyone who contributes to it
gathering speed is responsible
for stopping it, if need be.
You hang up.
No, you hang up.
The back and forth goes on seemingly forever. The both of you 
wanting to suspend that moment – stay together for as long as 
possible – before being forced to break contact. A family member 
needs to use the line. Or your mischievous little sister hangs up 
the phone! Bursts your chat bubble.
 No romance is between two people only. Everything happens 
in context, through some thing or the other. It’s not your lover you 
sext but your phone. They then receive it from their phone. It’s 
not just Eija-Riitta Berliner-Mauer, none of us ever stopped being 
objectophiles. The Christians who long ago converted her animist 
ancestors still to this day kiss their wooden idols, and their nuns 
even marry theirs.
As writers, it might not be just the blank page but also the blank 
letters that we fear. The emptiness that fills all those flat, still 
characters is a constant reminder for us of the immeasurable loss 
of information that happens in the translation from the spoken to 
the written word.
 Letters printed on paper match clearcuts that take the same 
shapes in the forest. The words written on uterine vellum and 
parchment tell stories of stillbirth and slaughter. These characters 
are engraved into the surface of the planet. They can be read from 
space. Devoid of sound, smell, moisture and heat.
 Could we imagine a thermal camera that could see beyond 
the void? Where the older words would not only echo in the voices 
of our most distant ancestors but also glow in their reassuringly 
ancient dark reds and yellows and the newer ones burn hot in pale 
blues and greens. Getting hotter.
Rose slides her hand down the steamed up Skype window. Her 
handprint like any other heat signature fades away. Like Jack’s, 
later, out of her reach. The soul mate you met in a chat room 
whose contact info you forgot to get. The accidental swipe left on 
Tinder before you had Plus. Something that moved you but was 
posted and taken offline in the blind spot between web crawls, 
ultimately leaving no trace in the selective memory banks of the 
Internet Archive in San Francisco. Lost forever in an age where – 
or so we were warned by our parents – nothing that we put online 
would ever disappear.
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